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So far most seeld orchards have been planted out by 
research workers or in close cooperation with them. How- 
ever seed orchard establishment is now becoming a stand- 
ai.d silvicultural practice. More and more the practical 
forester has to deal with the problem and often without 
a permanent help of a research officer. The result of this 
is that a slimplification is needed of tihe proce~dures. One 
of the ldifficultias that has always required the help of a 
mathematically mindeid forest geneticist, was the prepara- 
tion of the actual lay-out of the seed orchard, such that the 
thinnings are pretdetermined and the scatter of clones as- 
sured both before an'd after the thinning. 

A few years back this topic was dealt with in Silvae 
Genetica. The relative merits were discussed of square and 
triangular planting, of systematic, ranldom and balance-3 
scatters of clones, and tihe feasibility of compromising bal- 
anced scatters with randomness for statistically valild com- 
pari~sons of clones (LANGNER 1953, LANGNER anld STERN 1955). 
The net conclusions of these Papers were, that a triangular 
planting has a slight theore~tical aldvantage over square 
planting, that each seed orchapd requires its own special 
lay-out, depending on the number of clones, number of 
grafts per clone and size anld shape of the available grounld, 
best made by a ran~dom distribution of indivi~dual trees 
followed by transpositions to obtain a balanced clone scat- 
ter, and tthat when clone comparison is also neefded the 
complex lay-out of a FISHER ranldomised iblock neelds to be 
employed. These conclusions, though certainly valid theo- 
retically have not met with universal acceptance in prac- 
tice. Most of the seeld orchands that I have had the op- 
portunity of seeing tihroughout Europe use a square plant- 
ing an~d a balanced mixture of single trees rather than s 
FISHER block design. 

The square planting is simpler in practice since it follows 
the standard planting experiences of forosters, and since 
it provijdes an easier access for cultivation machinery. 
Furthermore, if thinnings are contemplateld it is only after 
75% of the triangular plantation are removed that the 
spacing will again reach a lbalanced state. Such heavy 
thinning can only be conceiveid as graldual, and in the in- 
tervening period the original aldvantages of the triangular 
planting will be lost. The square planting permits thinnings 
of 50% while maintaining the balanced spacing anld clone 
scatter. 

A systematic arrang~ement of clones will suffer from two 
obvicrus disadvantages. One is, that the clones cannot be 
slubjecteid to statistically valild comparisons. The second 
(disadvantage is that always the same clones will surround 
all the representatives of a given clone. This will tend to 
relduce varialbility within the progeny of a single clone. 

On the other hand the systematic arrangement has 
several advantages. First of all it is much easier to lay out. 
once standards are prepared, an~d simplicity is an impor- 
tant practical consiideration. 'Seconidly it provides the best 
bheoretically possible scatter for a given numlber of clones, 
both in the original planting and after thinnings. Thirdly 
the quality of the seed from any representative of the Same 
clone is likely to be similar in view of its neighbours being 
the same. Anld finally, if it becomes necessary to collect 
seed or cones inldividfially for each clone it will be a lot 
easier to locate the representatives of a given clone if they 
are arranged systematically. 

The angument afbout neeld for ranldom distribution to com- 
pare clones has perhaps been overstresseld. I t  is now a com- 
mon practice to evaluate clones from full-sib crossings, 
which require conitrolled pollinations in any case. When one 
has to compare 'productivity of the different clones it is 
possible to select ranidomly a fcw representatives from each 
clone. Thus the 'bias due to site variability will be eliminated. 
I believe therefore that advantages of a systematic clone 
scatter in a seed orchard seem to outweigh the disadvan- 
t8ages. I t  is the aim of this paper to present standards for 
a systematic ldistribution such that woulld be easy in uti- 
lization by professlional foresters and that woulld guarantee 
optimal scatter of clones. 

Method 

In working out the stanlda~ds for a systematic distribu- 
tion of clones, the following three basic requirements were 
specified: - (1) The proposed lay-out has to be extensible 
in all directions lby repetition of the Same basic sequence. 
This will make the stanrdards independent of size and shape 
of the available area. - (2) The scatter of clones has to be 
such as to provide m,aximum isolation between represent- 
atives of the Same clone. - (3) Thinnings have to be pre- 

designed in such a fashion so as to imaintain an optimal 
clone scatter. 








